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The exhibition  A Table of Content  places the history of local craft manufacturing 

within a global context and investigates the created item from sketch to the finished 

product as a work of art or an everyday object. Thoughts are raised about the origins 

of objects, their purpose, and how they affect us and our environment. What do we 

really know about the things we hold in our hands? The question can be highlighted 

through “the black box” – a concept that apart from its pure technical function, can 

be translated into different parts of society and philosophical arguments. In A Table 
of Content, the black box takes different shapes and reoccurs through the exhibition. 

The fact that humans, through technical specialisation and the increasingly complex 

distribution chains of capitalist society, are alienated from the origin of things, the 

being of nature, and how it all fits together, is key. 

In the exhibition, Åsa Norberg and Jennie Sundén have worked with the collection 

at Designarkivet [the Design Archive] in Pukeberg, Nybro, and some of the sketches 

and objects that can be found there. Designarkivet is a national collection working to 

collate and keep material about the working process of designers throughout history.
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A Table of Content
sailcloth/canvas, oil, acrylic, flash

2020

The paintings in this series, which shares the name of the exhibition, take the 

sketches and artefacts from Designarkivet in Pukeberg, Nybro, as their starting point. 

Through interpretation and by borrowing forms, Norberg and Sundén have created 

collages using painting and simpler still lives. A classical still life often contains 

everyday pieces and objects from nature, reflecting the values and circumstances 

of their times. In A Table of Content sketches of design, art and everyday items are 

juxtaposed – objects that never came to be, the ones that were produced on a small 

scale and those that went on to be mass produced.



The Flux
plates, charcoal, porcelain paint medium

2020

In the piece The Flux abstracted fragments of patterns found in Designarkivet in 

Nybro are presented on a series of plates. These dishes play with the tradition of 

souvenir plates that are transported around the world by tourists. The artwork also 

connects the history of the glass works in Kalmar with that of a porcelain factory 

across the Baltic Sea. When the Russian monarchy ended in 1917, The Imperial 

Porcelain Factory was renamed The State Porcelain Factory. It hired some of the 

best avant-garde artists in the country, and Soviet propaganda was disseminated to 

the people through decorated china. Ironically, the collections also became popular 

export goods. In another time and place, Swedish glass industry brings artists into its 

production to stay competitive in an increasingly cutthroat and international market. 

This helps Swedish glass art abroad and creates awareness of Småland on the 

international stage. Simultaneously, a local identity is created, producing content for 

the tales and appeal that sustains the post-industrial region.



The Flax
mirror glass

2020

In H.C. Andersen’s tale The Flax (org. Hørren) we get to follow the journey of the flax, 

from flower to yarn, to cloth, to clothes, to rags and through to paper that ultimately 

burns and turns into ashes. The narrative exemplifies the origins and the life cycle of 

raw material. The artwork The Flax at Kalmar konstmuseum has taken its shape from 

the artist Bart van der Leck’s modernist abstraction of the tale The Flax. Against an 

ash black surface, a number of pieces of glass create the image of the open fire that 

is the closing scene of the story. The pieces of glass also break up and reflect the 

surrounding artworks in the exhibition.



The Stack
cardboard, lino print, akrylic

2020

The coffee table Lövet [the leaf], created in 1956, was the first product that Ikea 

delivered flat packed. Transport was made easier by the fact that the three table 

legs could be unscrewed from the leaf shaped top part – something that became 

a true success story for the company. In The Stack the shape of Lövet is cut out in 

cardboard – the packing material of choice when products are transported around 

the world. Ornamental prints of other forms of packing material can be found on the 

stacks of cardboard.
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The Rock 

asphalt

2020

Industrialisation and mass production had by the mid 19th century created large 

problems of waste and pollution. A side product in the production of gas and coke 

was tar – which was dumped in cavities in the ground or in waterways where it 

polluted and eradicated anything living. In 1856 the first synthetically produced 

colouring agent was produced from tar – a purple substance called mauvain. With 

time, different colours could be produced from tar and colourings that had previously 

been made from natural materials were replaced by synthetically produced ones. 

Asphalt was previously made from tar and has been used for road making since the 

8th century. Tar and asphalt are mentioned in the Book of Genesis, both as sinkholes 

in Sodom and Gomorrah, and as building material in the Tower of Babel. The artwork 

The Rock consists of a series of shadow-like objects made from asphalt, showing the 

inside of different sized containers. 



The Block
colour pen, acrylics

2020

In this piece the word “block” is taken from a selection of Arthur Percy’s sketch 

books, which can be found at Designarkivet in Pukeberg, Nybro. As a designer, 

Arthur Percy found inspiration in nature. As an artist his work has had an impact both 

locally, nationally and internationally. In the artwork The Block the words have been 

abstracted and twisted into the shapes of a sort of vibration or sound waves that 

in turn create a dialogue and make associations in new directions; from the sketch 

books of the designer or the artist, to building blocks, material and architecture, 

handprints or blockings of users in the digital world. 



Åsa Norberg and Jennie Sundén were both born in Gothenburg in 1977. They have 

collaborated since 2005 when they were studying at the Umeå Academy of Fine 

Arts. They are interested in the ways in which aesthetics and design shape our 

everyday lives and keep a dialogue with other artists, educators and activists about 

their work and actions. This often takes the shape of stories where art and life are 

interwoven and where aesthetics seems to go hand in hand with social change. By 

combining different techniques, materials, form and theory they seek to activate 

history and set ideas and expressions in motion. During 2019 they were part of the 

Moderna Exhibition – With the Future Behind Us, as well as having solo exhibitions at 

the Royal Academy of Fine Arts and CF Hill gallery in Stockholm. Their work has also 

been shown at Tensta Konsthall, Marabouparken and Göteborgs Konsthall.
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Designarkivet [the Design Archive] in Pukeberg, Nybro is a national collection working 

to collect and keep material about the working processes of designers throughout 

history. Designarkivet is unique in that it preserves the very creation of Swedish 

design from the early 20th century onwards. The collection today consists of close 

to 120 000 items by some 750 designers from different industries such as textiles, 

glass, fashion and industrial design. The material consists of sketches, drawings, 

photos, letters, diaries and other reference material. Designarkivet also holds one of 

Sweden’s most important textile collections, mainly consisting of printed textiles. 

The collection at Designarkivet can be taken as raw material for a deeper understanding 

of the relationship between product, creative processes and society. Reference 

materials such as sketches often provide a greater understanding of the historical 

circumstances directing design. 

Pukeberg, Nybro
DESIGNARKIVET

Find out more about Designarkivet at www.designarkivet.se

Follow us on social media: @designarkivet



Ann Wolff

Ann-Mari Forsberg

Annika Linn

Annika Malmström

Arthur Percy

Astrid Sampe

Bengt Edenfalk

Bertil Vallien

Birgitta Faxe

Britt-Marie Christoffersson

Chiqui Mattson

Erik Höglund

Eva Frid

Eva Logell

Folke Walving

Gunnel Sahlin

Hans Krondahl

Helen Trast

Inez Svensson

Inga-Lill Andersson

Ingrid Dessau

Jan Ostwald

Josef Frank

Judith Johansson

Kaarina Berglund

Kajsa af Petersens

Klas-Göran Tinbäck

Lars Hillingsø

Lena Cronholm

Lennart Rhode

Marie-Louise Hellgren

Mona Morales-Schildt

Monica Backström

Peter Condu

Susan Gröndal

Suzanne Engel

Sven Fristedt

Ulla Ericson-Åström

Ulrika Hydman Vallien

Uno Westerberg

Viola Gråsten

Wanja Djanaieff

Åsa Norberg and Jennie Sundén refer to the following designers 

from the collection at Designarkivet [the Design Archive]  in the 

exhibition A Table of Content. 



Designarkivet

0481 - 428 70 
info@designarkivet.se
www.designarkivet.se

Kalmar konstmuseum

0480 - 42 62 82
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See our full program at 

www.kalmarkonstmuseum.se

OPENING HOURS

Monday    closed

Tuesday   12noon – 5pm

Wednesday   12noon – 8pm

Thursday   12noon – 5pm

Friday                 12noon – 5pm

Saturday       11am – 4pm

Sunday       11am – 4pm

Guided tours at 2pm on weekends and 

6pm on Wednesdays. Follow us on social media: 

@kalmarkonstmuseum

@designarkivet


